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**Applicable IRBIS Submissions:**

Continuing Review, Renewal, Progress Report
F. Since initial approval, have you enrolled any individuals using an Informed Consent Short Form? *

Administrative Annual Review Submission
F. Since initial approval, have you enrolled any individuals using an Informed Consent Short Form? *

**Guidance Information:**

For more information about the use of and requirements for Informed Consent Short Form, please see OHRE SOP 1101, 2.6.: [Obtaining Informed Consent from Research Subjects](https://research.unc.edu/human-research-ethics/consent-forms/)

Informed Consent Short Form templates are available on the OHRE Website:
[https://research.unc.edu/human-research-ethics/consent-forms/](https://research.unc.edu/human-research-ethics/consent-forms/)

Informed Consent Short Form (for a single subject who may be illiterate, or otherwise unable to read the consent form — used when full consent form has to be read or translated for subject).

- English
- Spanish
- Arabic
- French
- Japanese
- Korean
- Russian
- Simplified Chinese